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ALMOST HERMITIAN RICCI FLOW
CASEY LYNN KELLEHER ANDGANG TIAN
ABSTRACT. We introduce a new curvature flow whichmatches with the Ricci flow onmetrics and preserves
the almost Hermitian condition. This enables us to use Ricci flow to study almost Hermitianmanifolds.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Ricci flow, introduced by R. Hamilton in [Ham82], has proven to be a very useful tool in geometry
and topology. Evidence of its utility can be seen through its application in Perelman’s solutions of the
Poincaré conjecture and the Geometrization conjecture for 3-manifolds [Per02a, Per02b]. To exploit the
power of this analytic tool, it is advantageous to identify settings where the flow respects and interacts
well with the present geometric structures. For instance, the Ricci flow has been applied to manifolds
with various positivity conditions on curvature (eg. manifolds with 1/4-pinch curvature, [AN09, BS09,
BS08]). Another natural setting is on Kähler manifolds, where the Ricci flow has been applied to obtain
numerous results. Given this, the Ricci flow proves a promising tool for the Analytic Minimal Model
Program in the mission to classify compact Kähler manifolds birationally [ST17].
The use of the Ricci flow on Kähler manifolds so far indicates that, to some degree, the Ricci flow
respects and ties in with the delicate interplay of a Riemannian metric and almost complex structure.
How far does this utility go? Over the years it has been generally believed that the Ricci flow does not
preserve non-Kähler Hermitian structures. Throughout the literature there are examples of flows on
non-Kähler manifolds (e.g. almost Kähler [ST11] and Hermitian [ST13, Gil11]) which apply techniques
inspired by the Ricci flow to complex manifolds. In these settings, the metric flow must be modified to
flow by some type of curvature quantity rather than the Ricci tensor. This modification helps ensure the
flow preserves whatever desired structure is at play. As such, it was yet unclear to what extent the Ricci
flow itself could be employed in such settings.
In contrast to the highly structured Kähler manifold, an almost Hermitian manifold is simply an al-
most complex manifold with compatibility imposed between the metric and complex structure. In this
short paper, we demonstrate that given an almost complex manifold, by coupling with a flow on almost
complex structures, the Ricci flow in fact does preserve this compatibility. This opens doors to applying
the techniques of Ricci flow to studying properties of almost Hermitian structures with an eye towards
identifying new classes of manifolds.
1.1. Outlineof paper and statement ofmain results. Given an almostHermitianmanifold (M ,g , J) with
Riemannian metric g and almost complex structure J , we denote by ω its Kähler form and by ∇ the
associated Chern connection. We will define the Almost Hermitian Ricci flow to be a paired flow of the
metric and almost complex structure given by

(
∂g
∂t
)
bc
=−2Rcbc(
∂J
∂t
)c
a
=−
(
Pav −2J
y
a Rcyv
)2,0+0,2
g vc −
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc +
(
κav +2∇
e (dω)3,0+0,3eav
)
g vc .
(1.1)
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Here, P denotes the Chern Ricci tensor, Rc denotes the Ricci tensor, and κ is a lower order J-antiinvariant
skew symmetric two cotensor. The first collection of terms in the evolution of the almost complex struc-
ture is in fact themain operator in the symplectic curvature flow setting (cf. [ST11] pp.182). When viewed
in the almost Hermitian setting (rather than almost Kähler), the first collection of terms may not assure
that (1.1) is parabolic modulo diffeomorphisms except in dimension 4. This is why we need to modify
by the addition of an extra term in order to create a flow in arbitrary dimension with desired behaviour.
Note the resultant flow of the symplectic form is given by(
∂ω
∂t
)
ab
=−Pab+
(
P1,1−2J ca Rc
1,1
bc
)
−
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmb
)
skew+κab+2∇
e (dω)3,0+0,3
eab︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
.
Note in particular that if we define
ω˜t ,ωt −
∫t
0
C (s)ds,
it follows that ∂ω˜
∂t
=−P, and thus ω˜ stays closed along the flow. Here is our main result.
Theorem A. For (Mn ,g , J), the almost Hermitian Ricci flow is a parabolic flow modulo diffeomorphisms
which preserves the almost Hermitian condition.
2. BACKGROUND ON ALMOST HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS
In this section we describe baseline concepts for almost Hermitian manifolds. In the first subsection
we discuss key objects, while in the following subsectionwe use these objects to construct computational
quantities and analyse their behaviours.
2.1. Basics. We begin with a Riemannianmanifold (M ,g ) equipped with an almost complex structure J
(that is, J ∈ End(TM ) such that J2 = − Id). An almost Hermitian manifold satisfies (M ,g , J) satisfies the
additional condition that J is g -compatible, namely that
g (X ,Y )= g (J X , JY ) gij = J
a
i J
b
j gab.(2.1)
From g and J arise a natural symplectic formω given by
ω(X ,Y ), g (J X ,Y ) ωij = J
a
i gja .(2.2)
In coordinates, resultant identities are as follows:1
gij = J
s
i ωjs g
ij
= J isω
js ωij = J isg
js , J j
i
=ωjsgis =ωisg
js , ωacωcb = δ
a
b.
We have the following decomposition of TM⊗2,
A1,1
ij
=
1
2
(
Aij+ Aab J
a
i J
b
j
)
, A2,0+0,2
ij
=
1
2
(
Aij− Aab J
a
i J
b
j
)
.
Likewise for TM⊗3, we have subsets of TM⊗3 given by TM
2,1+1,2
⊗3 and TM
3,0+0,3
⊗3 with projections
B2,1+1,2
ijk
≡
3
4Bijk+
1
4
(
Jbj J
c
kBibc + J
a
i J
c
kBajc + J
a
i J
b
j Babk
)
,
B3,0+0,3
ijk
≡
1
4
(
Bijk− J
a
i J
b
j Babk− J
b
j J
c
kBibc − J
a
i J
c
kBajc
)
.
(2.3)
Remark 2.1. Note as stated in ([Gau97], pp.263) , in dimM = 4 we haveΛ3,0+0,33 is trivial.
1To clarify, we denote by ωi j those entries of the inverseω−1 instead of the raising ofω by themetric g .
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Henceforth, we adhere to conventions of Gauduchon and Kobayashi–Nomizu ([KN96] Chapter IX,
[Gau97] pp.259 above (1.1.3)) regarding the corresponding relational identities. We define the d c opera-
tor acting on η ∈Λm(M ) as (
d cη
)
a1···a(n+1)
,−J
b1
a1 · · · J
b(n+1)
a(n+1)
(
dη
)
b1···b(n+1)
.
The Nijenhuis tensor2 is given by the following,
(2.4) N ijk, 2
(
J
p
j
(
∂p J
i
k
)
− J
p
k
(
∂p J
i
j
)
− J ip
(
∂j J
p
k
)
+ J ip
(
∂k J
p
j
))
.
The Nijenjuis tensor indicates the nonintegrability of J and thus can be seen as one measure of ‘non-
Kählerness’ of a manifold. Set Nijk , N
l
ij
glk and note N (once its index is lowered) is J-antiinvariant in
all pairs.
Nabc =−J
u
a J
v
bNuvc =−J
v
b J
r
cNavr .
The Nijenhuis tensor nearly satisfies a Bianchi identity up to a correction ((2.2.4) of [Gau97]),
(2.5) Nijk+Njki+Nkij = 8
(
d cω
)3,0+0,3
ijk .
Definition 2.2. The Chern connection is the unique connection ∇= ∂+Υ such that
∇g ≡ 0, ∇J ≡ 0, τ1,1 ≡ 0,(2.6)
where τ∈Λ2⊗TM denotes the torsion of ∇.
Remark 2.3. The Levi-Civita connection will be denoted byD = ∂+Γ.
We begin by analysing key quantities of almost Hermitian manifolds with respect to the conventions
of [Gau97]. Setψ≡ dω.
Definition 2.4. The Lee form ϑ is given by
ϑk,
1
2ω
j iψi jk.
2.2. Computational relations. Given the objects established in the prior section, we now formulate key
computational quantities and related identities which will be essential.
Lemma 2.5. For (Mn ,ω, J) almost Hermitian, the negative contorsion tensor of the Chern connection is
Θi j k , (D−∇)i j k =
1
8N j ki +
1
2 J
p
i
Ψp jk ,
where
(2.7) Ψi j k ,
1
2
(
ψi j k + J
q
j
J rkψi qr + J
q
i
J rkψq j r + J
p
i
J
q
j
ψpqk
)
∈Λ3.
Proof. Starting from formula (2.5.3) of [Gau97]whichpresents a family ofHermitian connectionsparametrized
by the variable t , taking t = 1 for the Chern connection we obtain
(∇−D)i j k =−
1
8N j ki +
1
2
(
d cω
)3,0+0,3
i j k +
1
2
(
d cω
)2,1+1,2
ibc J
b
j J
c
k .(2.8)
Thus rearranging yields
Θi j k =
1
8N j ki −
1
2
((
d cω
)3,0+0,3
i j k +
(
d cω
)2,1+1,2
ibc J
b
j J
c
k
)
.
We expand out the latter terms on the right hand side. First,(
d cω
)2,1+1,2
i j k =
3
4
(
d cω
)
i j k +
1
4
(
Jbj J
c
k
(
d cω
)
ibc + J
a
i J
c
k
(
d cω
)
a j c + J
a
i J
b
j
(
d cω
)
abk
)
=−
3
4 J
p
i
J
q
j
J rkψpqr −
1
4
(
J
p
i
ψp jk + J
q
j
ψi qk + J
r
kψi j r
)
.
(2.9)
2Conventions on the Nijenhuis tensorN match [KN96], which differs with [Gau97] by a factor of 8.
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Next we compute(
d cω
)3,0+0,3
i j k =
1
4
((
d cω
)
i j k − J
a
i J
b
j
(
d cω
)
abk − J
b
j J
c
k
(
d cω
)
ibc − J
a
i J
c
k
(
d cω
)
a j c
)
=
1
4
(
−J
p
i
J
q
j
J rkψpqr + J
r
kψi j r + J
p
i
ψp jk + J
q
j
ψi qk
)
.
(2.10)
Modifying (2.9) with action by the almost complex structure yields:
Jmj J
n
k
(
d cω
)2,1+1,2
imn =−
3
4 J
m
j J
n
k J
p
i
J
q
m J
r
nψpqr −
1
4 J
m
j J
n
k
(
J
p
i
ψpmn + J
q
mψi qn + J
r
nψimr
)
=−
3
4 J
p
i
ψp jk −
1
4
(
Jmj J
n
k J
p
i
ψpmn − J
n
kψi jn− J
m
j ψimk
)
.
(2.11)
Combining (2.11) and (2.10) yields
Jmj J
n
k
(
d cω
)2,1+1,2
imn +
(
d cω
)3,0+0,3
i j k =−
1
4 J
p
i
J
q
j
J rkψpqr +
1
4 J
r
kψi j r +
1
4 J
p
i
ψp jk +
1
4 J
q
j
ψi qk
− 34 J
p
i
ψp jk −
1
4 J
m
j J
n
k J
p
i
ψpmn +
1
4 J
n
kψi jn +
1
4 J
m
j ψimk
=−12 J
p
i
(
J
q
j
J rkψpqr + J
y
p J
r
kψy j r + J
y
p J
q
j
ψyqk +ψp jk
)
.
Inserting this into (2.8) yields the result. 
Corollary 2.6. Updating (2.5) with (2.10) yields that
Ni j k +N j ki +Nki j = 2
(
J rkψi j r + J
p
i
ψp jk + J
q
j
ψi qk − J
p
i
J
q
j
J rkψpqr
)
.
With the tensors Θ and Ψ classified above, we record some basic properties of each which will be
crucial to upcoming computations. Note thatΨwas identified as a natural generalisation ofψ; the below
properties forΨ hold forψ, and for dimM = 4, we haveΨ≡ψ.
Lemma 2.7. For (Mn ,ω, J) almost Hermitian,
(1) Θi j k is skew in ( j k).
(2) ωi jΨi j k =−2ϑk and g
i j
Ψi j k = 0.
(3) ωi jΘi j k = 0, ω
ik
Θi j k = 0, and ω
j k
Θi j k =−J
p
i
ϑp .
(4) g i jΘi j k =−ϑk , g
ik
Θi j k =ϑ j , and g
j k
Θi j k = 0.
Proof. Identity (1) is apparent by the definition ofΘ. For (2), we compute the corresponding contractions
ofΨ, beginning with contractions by ω,
ωi jΨi j k =
1
2
(
J
q
j
ωi j J rkψi qr + J
p
i
ωi j J rkψp j r + J
p
i
ωi j J
q
j
ψpqk +ω
i jψi j k
)
=
1
2
(
g qi J rkψi qr − g
p j J rkψp j r +ω
pqψpqk +ω
i jψi j k
)
=−2ϑk .
The g contraction follows easily from the expression ofΨ in (2.7). For (3) we investigate ω contractions
of Θ. First,
ωi jΘi j k = 0+
1
2 J
p
i
ωi jΨp jk
= 0.
The next identity, ωikΘi j k = 0 follows by (1). Lastly we have
ω j kΘi j k = 0+
1
2 J
p
i
ω j kΨp jk
=−J
p
i
ϑp .
Finally, we have that for (4),
g i jΘi j k = 0+
1
2 J
p
i
g i jΨp jk
=−ϑk .
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The last two identities follow by (1) again. We conclude the result. 
2.3. Chern curvature identities. Here we record some main identities concerning the Chern connec-
tion’s associated curvatureΩ, torsion τ and contorsion tensor −Θ.
Lemma 2.8. Let
(
M2n ,g , J
)
be almost Hermitian. Then
Ωijkl =−Ωjikl =−Ωijlk =Ωijab J
a
k J
b
l .
Aspects of the Riemann curvature tensor translate with some residual torsion terms. Define Chern–Ricci
curvature (P) and a computational intermediary (V) by
Pab,ω
cd
Ωabcd Vab,Ω
r
rab,(2.12)
and finally, the Chern scalar curvature is
̺,ωba Pab .
Proposition 2.9. For (Mn ,ω, J) almost Hermitian,
(2.13) Rmi j kl =Ωi j kl +∇iΘ j kl −∇ jΘikl +Θi slΘ
s
jk −Θ j slΘ
s
ik +τi j sΘskl .
Proof. This follows by expanding out the formulas for Rm andΩ in terms of connection coefficients. 
Corollary 2.10. For (Mn ,ω, J) almost Hermitian,
Rc j k =V j k+g
i l
∇iΘ j kl −∇ jϑk +ϑsΘ
s
jk −Θ
s
i jΘ
i
sk .
Proof. Take the trace of Proposition 2.9 and simplify using Lemma 2.7. 
Lemma 2.11. For (Mn , J ,ω) almost Hermitian,
Ωi j kl +Ω j ki l +Ωki j l =
(
∇iτ j kl +∇ jτki l +∇kτi j l
)
+
(
τsjkτsi l +τ
s
kiτs j l +τ
s
i jτskl
)
.
Proof. Expand the Bianchi identity for Riemannian curvature using Proposition 2.9. 
Lemma 2.12. For (Mn , J ,ω) almost Hermitian we have that
Ωkli j −Ωi j kl , Tkli j =∇iΘ j kl −∇ jΘikl −∇kΘl i j +∇lΘki j
+Θi slΘ
s
jk −Θks jΘ
s
l i −Θ j slΘ
s
ik +Θl s jΘ
s
ki +τ
s
i jΘskl −τ
s
klΘsi j .
Where it follows that
(2.14) Ti j kl =−Tkli j , Ti j kl =−T j ikl =−Ti j lk .
Proof. This follows by computing Rmi j kl −Rmkli j using (2.13). 
3. RELATION OF RICCI TENSORS
To show that (1.1) preserves the almost Hermitian structure, we need to obtain the explicit form of the
difference between the Ricci and Chern Ricci tensors.
Lemma 3.1. For (Mn , J ,ω) almost Hermitian,
V j k =
1
2 J
a
k P j a+J
a
kω
br
∇bΘ j ar +
1
2∇ jϑk +
1
2 J
a
k J
u
j ∇aϑu
+ Jakω
br
(
Θ
s
ar −Θ
s
ra
)
Θ j bs + J
a
kω
br
(
Θ
s
jb −Θ
s
b j
)
Θsar +
1
2 J
a
k J
p
s ϑp
(
Θ
s
j a −Θ
s
a j
)
.
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Proof. Wemodel our argument on Lemma 2.16 of [Kel18]. Using Lemma 2.11 andmanipulating (with an
important step highlighted),
V j k = g
re
Ωr jke
= Jak J
b
e g
re
Ωr j ab
= Jakω
br
Ωr j ab︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−Jakω
br
(
Ω j arb +Ωar jb
)
+ Jakω
br
(
∇ jτarb +∇aτr jb +∇rτ j ab
)
− Jakω
br gbs
(
τsreτ
e
j a +τ
s
j eτ
e
ar +τ
s
aeτ
e
r j
)
.
We leave the latter lines alone andmanipulate the first,
−Jakω
br
(
Ω j arb +Ωar jb
)
= Jak P j a−J
a
kω
br
Ωar jb
= Jak P j a−J
a
kω
brTar jb − J
a
kω
br
Ω j bar
= Jak P j a−J
a
kω
brTar jb − J
a
kω
br
Ωr j ab︸ ︷︷ ︸.
Given the reappearance of the indicated term, we rearrange and obtain
V j k = J
a
kω
br
Ωr j ab
=
1
2 J
a
k P j a−
1
2 J
a
kω
brTar jb
+
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
∇ jτarb +∇aτr jb +∇rτ j ab
)
−
1
2 J
a
kω
br gbs
(
τsreτ
e
j a +τ
s
j eτ
e
ar +τ
s
aeτ
e
r j
)
.
Now we convert all τ terms toΘ, noting that τi j k ≡Θ j ik −Θi j k ,
V j k =
1
2 J
a
k P j a−
1
2 J
a
kω
brTar jb (R1)
+
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
−∇ jΘarb +∇aΘ j rb +∇r
(
Θa jb −Θ j ab
))
(R2)
−
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
(Θerb −Θreb)
(
Θ
e
a j −Θ
e
j a
)
+
(
Θe jb −Θ j eb
)(
Θ
e
ra −Θ
e
ar
))
−
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
(Θeab −Θaeb)
(
Θ
e
j r −Θ
e
r j
))
. (R3)
We now simplify each labelled row beginning with Row 1. Using Lemmata 2.7 and 2.12,
ωbrTar jb =−ω
brTarb j
=−ωbr∇bΘ j ar +ω
br
∇ jΘbar +ω
br
∇aΘrb j −ω
br
∇rΘab j
−ωbrΘbsrΘ
s
j a +ω
br
Θas jΘ
s
rb +ω
br
Θ j srΘ
s
ba −ω
br
Θr s jΘ
s
ab
−ωbr τsb jΘsar +ω
br τsarΘsb j
=−ωbr∇bΘ j ar +ω
br
∇bΘar j −ω
br
Θ j sbΘ
s
ra +ω
br
Θbs jΘ
s
ar
−ωbrΘsjbΘsar +ω
br
Θ
s
b jΘsar +ω
br
Θsb jΘ
s
ra −ω
br
Θsb jΘ
s
ar .
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Therefore it follows that
(R1) j k −
1
2 J
a
k P j a =−
1
2 J
a
kω
brTar jb
=
1
2 J
a
kω
br
∇bΘ j ar −
1
2 J
a
kω
br
∇bΘar j +
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θ j sbΘ
s
ra −
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θbs jΘ
s
ar
+ 12 J
a
kω
br
Θ
s
jbΘsar −
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θ
s
b jΘsar −
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θsb jΘ
s
ra +
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θsb jΘ
s
ar
=
1
2 J
a
kω
br
∇bΘ j ar −
1
2 J
a
kω
br
∇bΘar j +
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θ j sbΘ
s
ra −
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θbs jΘ
s
ar
+
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
Θ
s
jb −Θ
s
b j
)
Θsar +
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θsb j
(
Θ
s
ar −Θ
s
ra
)
.
We now address Row 2. For this, applying Lemma 2.7.
(R2) j k =
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
−∇ jΘarb +∇aΘ j rb +∇r
(
Θa jb−Θ j ab
))
=
1
2∇ jϑk +
1
2 J
a
k J
u
j ∇aϑu−
1
2 J
a
kω
br
∇bΘa j r +
1
2 J
a
kω
br
∇bΘ j ar .
Lastly, for Row 3, we expand out and search for simplifications
(R3) j k =−
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
(Θsrb −Θr sb)
(
Θ
s
a j −Θ
s
j a
)
+
(
Θs jb −Θ j sb
)(
Θ
s
ra −Θ
s
ar
))
+
1
2 J
a
kω
br
(
(Θsar −Θasr )
(
Θ
s
jb −Θ
s
b j
))
=−
1
2 J
a
k J
p
s ϑp
(
Θ
s
a j −Θ
s
j a
)
−
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θsb j
(
Θ
s
ar −Θ
s
ra
)
−
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θ j sb
(
Θ
s
ar −Θ
s
ra
)
+
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θsar
(
Θ
s
jb −Θ
s
b j
)
−
1
2 J
a
kω
br
Θasr
(
Θ
s
jb −Θ
s
b j
)
.
Combining everything we have that
V j k =
1
2 J
a
k P j a+J
a
kω
br
∇bΘ j ar +
1
2∇ jϑk +
1
2 J
a
k J
u
j ∇aϑu
+ Jakω
br
(
Θ
s
ar −Θ
s
ra
)
Θ j bs + J
a
kω
br
(
Θ
s
jb −Θ
s
b j
)
Θsar +
1
2 J
a
k J
p
s ϑp
(
Θ
s
j a −Θ
s
a j
)
,
as desired. 
Corollary 3.2. For (Mn ,ω, J) almost Hermitian,
Rc j k =
1
2 J
a
k P j a−
1
2∇ jϑk +
1
2 J
a
k J
u
j ∇aϑu + g
i l
∇iΘ j kl + J
a
kω
br
∇bΘ j ar
+ Jakω
br
(
Θ
s
ar −Θ
s
ra
)
Θ j bs + J
a
kω
br
(
Θ
s
jb −Θ
s
b j
)
Θsar +
1
2 J
a
k J
p
s ϑp
(
Θ
s
j a −Θ
s
a j
)
+ϑsΘ
s
jk −Θ
s
i jΘ
i
sk .
Proof. Combining Lemma 3.1 with Corollary 2.10 yields the result. 
Provided the explicit comparison formula of the Ricci tensors for both connections, we now focus in
on analysing the highest order terms in preparation for future symbol computations. We let [·]2 denotes
the projection to second derivatives of the primitives (g , J).
Proposition 3.3. For (Mn ,ω, J) almost Hermitian,[
Rc j k−
1
2 J
a
k P j a
]
2 =
[
1
4∇
lNkl j −
1
2∇ jϑk +
1
2 J
a
k J
y
j
∇aϑy −
1
2∇
e
(
J reψ j kr + J
a
kψ j ae
)]
2
.(3.1)
Proof. Isolating the highest order terms of Corollary 3.2 yields[
Rc j k
]
2 =
[
1
2 J
a
k P j a−
1
2∇ jϑk +
1
2 J
a
k J
u
j ∇aϑu + g
i l
∇iΘ j kl + J
a
kω
br
∇bΘ j ar
]
2
.(3.2)
We will expand out the last two terms involving Θ. Using Lemma 2.5 we have
g i l∇iΘ j kl =
1
8∇
lNkl j +
1
2 J
u
j ∇
l
Ψukl .
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Next we compute
Jakω
br
∇bΘ j ar = J
a
kω
br
∇b
(
1
8Nar j +
1
2 J
u
j Ψuar
)
= Jakω
br
∇b
(
−
1
8 J
m
a J
n
r Nmnj +
1
2 J
u
j Ψuar
)
= 18∇
lNkl j +
1
2 J
a
kω
br Juj ∇bΨuar .
Thus, updating (3.2) we conclude that[
Rc j k−
1
2 J
a
k P j a
]
2 =
[
1
4∇
lNkl j −
1
2∇ jϑk +
1
2 J
a
k J
y
j
∇aϑy +
1
2 J
u
j
(
∇
l
Ψukl −
1
2 J
a
k J
r
e∇
e
Ψuar
)]
2
.
We will address the last quantity. For this, first consider
∇
e
Ψuke =
1
2∇
e
(
Jak J
r
eψuar + J
y
u J
r
eψykr + J
y
u J
a
kψyae +ψuke
)
.
Next we compute out,
Jak J
r
e∇
e
Ψuar =
1
2∇
e
(
Jak J
r
e J
q
a J
h
r ψuqh + J
a
k J
r
e J
y
u J
h
r ψyah + J
a
k J
r
e J
y
u J
q
aψyqr + J
a
k J
r
eψuar
)
=
1
2∇
e
(
ψuke − J
a
k J
y
uψyae − J
r
e J
y
uψykr + J
a
k J
r
eψuar
)
.
Combining we obtain that
∇
e
Ψuke − J
a
k J
r
e∇
e
Ψuar =∇
e
(
J
y
u J
r
eψykr + J
y
u J
a
kψyae
)
.
Combining yields the result. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FLOW
We aim to derive the structure of a flow for almost complex structures which matches with Ricci flow
on the metrics (as displayed in (1.1)). To do so, we begin investigating the operator introduced in the
work of of the symplectic curvature flow [ST11] (pp. 182) but rather in the almost Hermitian setting and
modify accordingly. Let us write the flow we will construct as follows:
(4.1)


(
∂g
∂t
)
bc
=−2Rcbc(
∂J
∂t
)c
a
=−
(
Pav −2J
y
a Rcyv
)2,0+0,2
g vc +℧av g
vc ,
where℧ ∈ TM⊗2 will be determined. The first term in the flow on J corresponds to the operator
J ca 7→ J
k
a
(
2Rc j k−J
a
k P j a
)
g j c .(4.2)
In order to preserve the properties of Jt as an almost complex structure, the right side of the flow on J in
(4.1) must be J-antiinvariant after we lower the superscript to subscript by the metric g . On other other
hand, if we require (4.1) to preserve the Hermitian structure, we have
0= ∂∂t
[
gab − gpq J
p
a J
q
b
]
=−4(Rcab)
2,0+0,2
− gpq g
vp
(
−P2,0+0,2av +2J
e
a Rc
2,0+0,2
ev +℧av
)
J
q
b
− gpq g
qv J
p
a
(
−P2,0+0,2
bv
+2Jeb Rc
2,0+0,2
ev +℧bv
)
=−4Rc2,0+0,2
ab
−gpq g
vp
(
−P2,0+0,2av +2J
e
a Rc
2,0+0,2
ev +℧av
)
J
q
b
− gpq g
qv J
p
a
(
−P2,0+0,2
bv
+2Jeb Rc
2,0+0,2
ev +℧bv
)
=−4Rc2,0+0,2
ab
−
(
−P2,0+0,2aq +2J
e
a Rc
2,0+0,2
eq +℧aq
)
J
q
b
− J
p
a
(
−P2,0+0,2
bp
+2Jeb Rc
2,0+0,2
ep +℧bp
)
=−J
q
b
(
℧aq +℧qa
)
.
Therefore
(℧aw )sym = 0.
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This means that ℧ must be skew-symmetric, but we have freedom in choosing ℧ so long it is skew-
symmetric and J-antiinvariant. As we tailor℧ to produce the proper (psuedo)parabolic flow, we need to
compute the symbol of the operator in (4.2). Using Proposition 3.3 above we reexpress this, up to highest
order, as [
2Jka
(
Rc j k−
1
2 J
v
k P j v
)2,0+0,2
g j c
]
2
=
[
−12 J
k
a∇
lN clk +
1
2 (A (J))
c
a +
1
2 (B(J))
c
a
]
2
,(4.3)
where we have set
1
2 (A (J))
c
a , 2ω
cy
(
∇yϑa
)2,0+0,2
sym ,
1
2 (B(J))
c
a , g
j c
(
∇
eψ j ae − J
k
a J
r
e∇
eψ j kr
)2,0+0,2
.
(4.4)
Note that both A and B vanish in the almost Kähler setting. Since we know the behaviour of the first
term via Proposition 5.4 of [ST11], we will investigate these latter terms. We begin with an identification
of A which will be relevant to us later.
Lemma 4.1. We have that
1
2 (A (J))
c
a =ω
cy
(
Lϑg
)2,0+0,2
ya −
1
8ω
cyϑd
(
Ndya +Nday
)
.
Proof. We first write the Lie derivative using the Levi-Civita connection and then convert to the Chern
connection using Lemma 2.5.(
Lϑg
)
i j =
(
Diϑ j
)
+
(
D jϑi
)
=
(
∇iϑ j
)
+
(
∇ jϑi
)
−Θi j sϑ
s
−Θ j i sϑ
s
=
(
∇iϑ j
)
+
(
∇ jϑi
)
−
(1
8N jdi +
1
2 J
p
i
Ψp jd
)
ϑd −
(
1
8Nid j +
1
2 J
p
j
Ψpid
)
ϑd
=
((
∇iϑ j
)
+
(
∇ jϑi
))
+
1
8ϑ
d
(
Nd j i +Ndi j
)
+ϑd
(
J
p
i
Ψpd j + J
p
j
Ψpdi
)
.
(4.5)
Then, projecting onto the (2,0)+ (0,2) component we have that(
Lϑg
)2,0+0,2
i j =
((
∇iϑ j
)
+
(
∇ jϑi
))2,0+0,2
+
1
8ϑ
d
(
Nd j i +Ndi j
)
+ϑd
(
J
p
i
Ψpd j + J
p
j
Ψpdi
)2,0+0,2
.
Now, for the final termwe note that in fact
2
(
J
p
i
Ψpd j + J
p
j
Ψpdi
)2,0+0,2
= J
p
i
Ψpd j + J
p
j
Ψpdi − J
m
i J
n
j J
p
mΨpdn − J
m
i J
n
j J
p
nΨpdm
= J
p
i
Ψpd j + J
p
j
Ψpdi − J
m
i J
n
j J
p
mΨpdn − J
m
i J
n
j J
p
nΨpdm
= J
p
i
Ψpd j + J
p
j
Ψpdi + J
p
j
Ψidp + J
p
i
Ψ jdp
= J
p
i
Ψpd j + J
p
j
Ψpdi − J
p
j
Ψpdi − J
p
i
Ψpd j
= 0.
So updating (4.5) further yields(
Lϑg
)2,0+0,2
i j = 2
((
∇iϑ j
))2,0+0,2
sym
+
1
8ϑ
d
(
Nd j i +Ndi j
)
.
In particular, it follows that
1
2 (A (J))
c
a = 2ω
cy
(
∇yϑa
)2,0+0,2
sym =ω
cy
(
Lϑg
)2,0+0,2
ya −
1
8ω
cyϑd
(
Ndya +Nday
)
,
which yields the result. 
For the following computations we now focus on analysing the symbol of the operatorA (J). Let [·]2/g
denote the projection onto second order operators in J , excluding second order operators on g .
Proposition 4.2. The symbol of the operator J 7→A (J) is trivial.
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Proof. For this we expand out
(A (J))ca = 4ω
cb (∇bϑa)
2,0+0,2
sym = 2ω
cb (∇aϑb+∇bϑa)
2,0+0,2
= (A1(J))
c
a + (A2(J))
c
a .(4.6)
For all terms present, we will need to understand derivatives of ϑ up to highest order. With this in mind,
observe that
∇aϑb =
1
2ω
j i
∇aψi j b
=
1
2ω
j i
∇a
(
∂iω j b +∂ jωbi +∂bωi j
)
=ω j i∇a
(
∂iω j b
)
+ 12ω
j i
∇a
(
∂bωi j
)
.
Then, we have that
[∇aϑb]2/g =
[
−ω j i g ju∇a
(
∂i J
u
b
)
+
1
2ω
j i
∇a
(
∂bωi j
)]
2/g
=
[
J iu∇a
(
∂i J
u
b
)
−
1
2 J
i
u∇a
(
∂b J
u
i
)]
2/g
=
[
−Jub∇a
(
∂i J
i
u
)
−
1
2 J
i
u∇a
(
∂b J
u
i
)]
2/g
.
(4.7)
Now with reference to (4.6), for (A1(J)), we expand out
(A1(J))
c
a = 2ω
cb (∇aϑb)
2,0+0,2
=ωcb
(
∇aϑb− J
w
a J
v
b∇wϑv
)
=ωcb (∇aϑb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A11(J)
+−ωcb
(
Jwa J
v
b∇wϑv
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A12(J)
.
We address each subterm. First we have that
[A11(J)]2/g =
[
−Jbv g
cv (∇aϑb)
]
2/g
=
[
−Jbv g
cv
(
−Jub∇a
(
∂i J
i
u
)
− 12 J
i
u∇a
(
∂b J
u
i
))]
2/g
=
[
−g cv∇a
(
∂i J
i
v
)
+
1
2 J
b
v g
cv J iu∇a
(
∂b J
u
i
)]
2/g
.
Likewise we compute
[A12(J)]2/g =
[
Jbr g
cr
(
Jwa J
v
b∇wϑv
)]
2/g
=
[
−Jwa g
cv (∇wϑv )
]
2/g
=
[
−Jwa g
cv
(
−Juv ∇w
(
∂i J
i
u
)
−
1
2 J
i
u∇w
(
∂v J
u
i
))]
2/g
=
[
Jwa J
u
v g
cv
∇w
(
∂i J
i
u
)
+
1
2 J
w
a g
cv J iu∇w
(
∂v J
u
i
)]
2/g
.
We now the linearisation of each and compute the off diagonal inner product with another J-variation,
H . Keep in mind that for all J-variations, we have that JeaH
b
e =−H
e
a J
b
e .
〈L
ξ
A11
(K ),H〉 =−g cv
(
ξaξiK
i
v
)
g arH er gce
=−
(
ξr ξiK
i
v
)
H vr .
〈L
ξ
A12
(K ),H〉 = Juv J
w
a g
cv
(
ξwξiK
i
u
)
g arH er gce
=−Huv
(
ξvξiK
i
u
)
.
Taking the sumwe conclude that for A1,
〈L
ξ
A1
(K ),H〉 =−2Huv
(
ξvξiK
i
u
)
.
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Next we address termA2 of (4.6),
A2(J)= 2ω
cb (∇bϑa)
2,0+0,2
=ωcb
(
∇bϑa − J
w
b J
v
a∇wϑv
)
=ωcb (∇bϑa)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A21(J)
+−ωcb
(
Jwb J
v
a∇wϑv
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A22(J)
.
For the first termwe compute
[A21(J)]2/g =
[
ωcb (∇bϑa)
]
2/g
=
[
−Jby g
cy
(
−Jua∇b
(
∂i J
i
u
)
− 12 J
i
u∇b
(
∂a J
u
i
))]
2/g
=
[
Jby g
cy Jua
(
∇b∂i J
i
u
)
+
1
2 J
b
y g
cy J iu∇b
(
∂a J
u
i
)]
2/g
.
Next we have that
[A22(J)]2/g =
[
−ωcb
(
Jwb J
v
a∇wϑv
)]
2/g
=
[
−gwc Jva (∇wϑv )
]
2/g
=
[
−gwc Jva
(
−Juv ∇w
(
∂i J
i
u
)
−
1
2 J
i
u∇w∂v J
u
i
)]
2/g
=
[
−gwc
(
∇w∂i J
i
a
)
+
1
2g
wc Jva J
i
u∇w∂v J
u
i
]
2/g
.
Therefore it follows that
〈L
ξ
A21
(K ),H〉 = Jby g
cy Jua
(
ξbξiK
i
u
)
gcmg
anHmn
=−Hby
(
ξbξiK
i
u
)
g yu .
〈L
ξ
A22
(K ),H〉 =−gwc
(
ξwξiK
i
a
)
gcmg
anHmn
=−
(
ξmξiK
i
a
)
g anHmn .
Taking the sum of the two, we have
〈L
ξ
A2
(K ),H〉 =−2Hby
(
ξbξiK
i
u
)
g yu .
Thus we conclude that, noting that Hg is skew symmetric for variations where g is fixed,
〈L
ξ
A
(K ),H〉 =−2Hby
(
ξbξiK
i
u
)
g yu −2Huv
(
ξvξiK
i
u
)
= 0.
The result follows. 
Since A is addressed, we next manipulateB of (4.4) and observe that
(B(J))ca = 2g
j c
(
∇
eψ j ae − J
k
a J
r
e∇
eψ j kr
)2,0+0,2
= g j c∇e
(
ψ j ae − J
k
a J
r
eψ j kr − J
m
j J
k
aψmke + J
m
j J
k
a J
h
k J
r
eψmhr
)
= g j c∇e
(
ψ j ae − J
k
a J
r
eψ j kr − J
m
j J
k
aψmke − J
m
j J
r
eψmar
)
= 4g j c∇eψ3,0+0,3
j ae
.
(4.8)
Since Λ3,0+0,33 is trivial in dimension 4, symbol of B is as well. However, when dimM > 4, B(J) has
nontrivial symbol and will destroy the parabolicity without the help of ℧. Observing that ∇eψ3,0+0,3
j ae
is
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skew-symmetric and J-antiinvariant, we will include this in our choice of ℧. Additionally, we will insert
one final termwhose presence will be justified in §4.1.
(4.9) ℧av ,κav −2∇
eψ3,0+0,3vae −
(
(Lϑ J)
m
a gmv
)
skew .
equivalently, we have
(4.10)
(
∂J
∂t
)c
a
= −
(
Pav −2J
y
a Rcyv
)2,0+0,2
g vc +
(
κav −2∇
eψ3,0+0,3vae
)
g cv −
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc ,
where κ ∈ TM⊗2 is a skew symmetric and J-antiinvariant function of N andψ, in particular, it is of lower
order in both g and J . Summarizing the above, we see that the symbol of the above flow is given by that
of
(4.11) − 12 J
k
a∇
lN clk −
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc ,
which was computed in the almost Hermitian case in Proposition 5.4 of [ST11].
4.1. Proof of main theorem. We now look at the gauge modified version of the flow. First, letting ∇ be
some background torsion-free connection, set
(4.12) Z p ≡
(
Z (ω, J ,∇)
)p
,ωkl∇k J
p
l
= gkl
(
Γ
p
kl −Γ
p
kl
)
+ϑp ,
where the final equality follows by Lemma 5.1 in the appendix, where we improve the statement of (5.13)
of [ST11]. In particular, up to addition by the Lie form, this vector field is the same used in the short time
existence proof for Ricci flow, which we will set as
X p ≡ gkl
(
Γ
p
kl
−Γ
p
kl
)
.
Note in particular that Z =−X +ϑ. We now consider the following gauge modification of (1.1).

(
∂J
∂t
)c
a
=−
(
Pav −2J
y
a Rcyv
)2,0+0,2
g vc +
(
κav −2∇
eψ3,0+0,3vae
)
g cv
−
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc +
(
LX (g ,J) J
)c
a
,D1(g , J),(
∂g
∂t
)
bc
=−2Rcbc +
(
LX (g , J)g
)
bc ,D2(g , J).
(4.13)
Via (4.1) and (4.3), up to highest order,
[(
D1(g , J)
)c
a
]
2 =
[
−
1
2 J
k
a∇
lN clk +
1
2 (A (J))
c
a +
1
2 (B(J))
c
a +
(
−2∇eψ3,0+0,3vae
)
g cv −
(
(Lϑ J)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc
+
(
LX (g ,J) J
)c
a
]
2
=
[
−
1
2 J
k
a∇
lN clk −
(
LZ (g ,J) J
)c
a
+
1
2 (A (J))
c
a −
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc
+
(
Lϑ(g ,J)J
)c
a
]
2
(4.14)
Referring to Lemma 3.3 of [Dai15], translated in coordinates we have that(
Lϑg
)2,0+0,2
i j = J
b
j
(
(Lϑ J)
a
i gab
)
sym .
Thus, it follows that
(LϑJ)
c
a =
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
g vc
=
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
sym g
vc
+
(
(Lϑ J)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc
=−J
j
v
(
Lϑg
)2,0+0,2
a j g
vc
+
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc
=ωc j
(
Lϑg
)2,0+0,2
a j +
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc .
Note that since (LϑJ)g is of type (2,0)+ (0,2), this means that the right side term is indeed of the same
type (when loweredby themetric). It is alsoworth noting that
(
(Lϑ J)g
)
skew correspondswith (Lϑω)
2,0+0,2.
This justifies the choice of℧ in (4.9).[(
D1(g , J)
)c
a
]
2 =
[
−
1
2 J
k
a∇
lN clk −
(
LZ (g ,J) J
)c
a
+ (A (J))ca
]
2
.(4.15)
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By Proposition 4.2 and (4.11), combined with Proposition 5.4 of [ST11], it follows that
σ
[L JD1](K ) ji = |ξ|2K ji .
Now we consider the next operator,D2.(
D2(g , J)
)
bc =−2Rcbc +
(
LX (g ,J)g
)
bc
.
Note that the Ricci tensor is completely independent of J and there is only lower order dependence in
the remnant Lie derivativeLX g , and obviously has the correct symbol. In particular
σ
[L JD2](K ) ji = 0, σ[LgD2](h)i j = |ξ|2hi j .
In particular, then we have that
σ
[L D](K ,h)= (Id ∗
0 Id
)(
K
h
)
.
It follows that (4.13) is a strictly parabolic system of equations. Hence, the short time existence follows
from the standard theory for parabolic flows. We can also follow arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1
in [ST11] to complete the proof.
Remark 4.3. Weobserve that by freezing themetric this flow is reduced to one on purely almost complex
structures, of the form(
∂J
∂t
)c
a
=−P2,0+0,2av g
vc
−
(
(LϑJ)
m
a gmv
)
skew g
vc
+
(
κav +2∇
e (dω)3,0+0,3eav
)
g vc .
This in fact is a parabolic flow on almost complex structures, which we will investigate in future work.
5. APPENDIX
Lemma 5.1. For (Mn , J ,ω) almost Hermitian, the vector field defined in (4.12) is
Z p ≡ guk
(
Γ
p
ku −Γ
p
ku
)
+ϑp .
Proof. Starting with (4.12) we combute
Z p =ωkl
(
∇k J
p
l
)
=ωkl
(
∂k J
p
l
)
−ωklΓ
m
kl J
p
m +ω
kl
Γ
p
km J
m
l
=ωkl
(
∇k J
p
l
+Υ
u
kl J
p
u −Υ
p
ku
Jul
)
−Γ
m
kl J
p
mω
kl
+Γ
p
kmg
mk
=ωklΥukl J
p
u −Υ
p
ku
guk +Γ
p
kmg
mk .
(5.1)
Let’s investigate these terms. For the first, by Lemma 2.7,
ωklΥukl J
p
u =ω
kl
(
Γ
u
kl −Θ
u
kl
)
J
p
u
= 0.
For the next term
Υ
p
ku
guk =
(
Γ
p
ku
−Θ
p
ku
)
guk
= gukΓ
p
ku
+ϑp .
Inserting these into (5.1) yields the result. 
We now justify (2.3) above regarding the type decompositions of TM⊗3 by determining the corre-
sponding projections into TM1,2+2,1
⊗3 and TM
3,0+0,3
⊗3 .
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Lemma 5.2. For (Mn ,ω, J) almost Hermitian,
F 3,0+0,3
i j k
≡ 14
(
Fi j k − J
b
j J
c
kFibc − J
a
i J
c
kFa j c − J
a
i J
b
j Fabk
)
,
F 2,1+1,2
i j k
≡ 34Fi j k +
1
4
(
Jbj J
c
kFibc + J
a
i J
c
kFa j c + J
a
i J
b
j Fabk
)
.
Proof. For a vector field X ∈ TM , define the projections
Π1,0X ,
1
2 (X + i J X ) , Π0,1X ,
1
2 (X − i J X ) .
With this we have that(
Π3,0F
)
(X ,Y ,Z )= F
(
Π1,0X ,Π1,0Y ,Π1,0Z
)
= 18F (X ,Y ,Z )+ i
1
8F (X ,Y , J Z )+ i
1
8F (X , JY ,Z )+ (i )
2 1
8F (X , JY , J Z )
+ i 18F (J X ,Y ,Z )+ (i )
2 1
8F (J X ,Y , J Z )
+ (i )2 18F (J X , JY ,Z )+ (i )
3 1
8F (J X , JY , J Z )
=
1
8F (X ,Y ,Z )+ i
1
8F (X ,Y , J Z )+ i
1
8F (X , JY ,Z )−
1
8F (X , JY , J Z )
+ i 18F (J X ,Y ,Z )−
1
8F (J X ,Y , J Z )−
1
8F (J X , JY ,Z )− i
1
8F (J X , JY , J Z ) .
Similarly, we have that(
Π0,3F
)
(X ,Y ,Z )= F
(
Π0,1X ,Π0,1Y ,Π0,1Z
)
=
1
8F (X ,Y ,Z )− i
1
8F (X ,Y , J Z )− i
1
8F (X , JY ,Z )+ (i )
2 1
8F (X , JY , J Z )
− i 18F (J X ,Y ,Z )+ (i )
2 1
8F (J X ,Y , J Z )
+ (i )2 18F (J X , JY ,Z )− (i )
3 1
8F (J X , JY , J Z )
=
1
8F (X ,Y ,Z )− i
1
8F (X ,Y , J Z )− i
1
8F (X , JY ,Z )−
1
8F (X , JY , J Z )
− i 18F (J X ,Y ,Z )−
1
8F (J X ,Y , J Z )−
1
8F (J X , JY ,Z )+ i
1
8F (J X , JY , J Z ) .
Therefore we have that(
Π3,0F +Π0,3F
)
(X ,Y ,Z )= 14 (F (X ,Y ,Z )−F (X , JY , J Z )−F (J X ,Y , J Z )−F (J X , JY ,Z )) .
Now we compute(
Π2,1F +Π1,2F
)
(X ,Y ,Z )=
(
F (X ,Y ,Z )−
(
Π3,0F +Π0,3F
))
(X ,Y ,Z )
=
3
4F (X ,Y ,Z )+
1
4 (F (X , JY , J Z )+F (J X ,Y , J Z )+F (J X , JY ,Z )) .
Converting to coordinates yields the result. 
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